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Americas: Focus on polyethylene and polyvinyl chloride
Feedstocks

US polymer markets

US spot ethylene for January delivery traded at 28.75¢/lb on
Wednesday, higher than the previous day with support from
operational hiccups at a number of Gulf coast crackers. Olefins
units at Chocolate Bayou and Deer Park, Texas, reported
flaring on Wednesday and a 1.5mn t/yr ethylene unit in Point
Comfort, Texas, remains off line after a fire almost two weeks
ago. US December ethylene contract prices settled down by
0.75¢/lb from November levels, with the NT benchmark settling at 32.5¢/lb.
US spot polymer-grade propylene (PGP) was assessed at
55.25¢/lb on Wednesday, up by 3¢/lb from the prior day as
bids rose to 55¢/lb against no offers. PGP prices have hit their
highest level since December 2014.
US benzene for January traded at 316¢/USG on a ddp lower
Mississippi river basis on Wednesday, up slightly amid bullish
sentiment from crude, even though added length is expected in
the market later this month as imports arrive from South Korea.
The US January benzene contract settled at 322¢/USG, down by
18¢/USG and down by 8¢/USG from a split settlement in December. January styrene weakened in tandem with global prices.

Polyethylene
A market-wide move for US December polyethylene (PE)
contracts is still uncertain, as 2018 contract negotiations
continue to muddle pricing discussions. Some buyers have seen
a rollover from November prices, while others have said they
have gotten non-market adjustments of as much as 4¢/lb off
of their contract prices. For now, the Argus assessment shows
pricing flat with November levels, but that could change as
prices are finalized next week.
PE production experienced some hiccups in late December.
Westlake’s autoclave low-density polyethylene (LDPE) unit in
Longview, Texas, went down on 19 December and the company
declared force majeure on LDPE, which is expected to last
through February. The restart of another LDPE unit, which had
been expected at the end of December, is now believed to be
delayed until late January.
There have been a series of operational hiccups at Gulf
coast crackers, with units at Chocolate Bayou and Deer Park
reporting flaring on Wednesday, while the ethylene unit in
Point Comfort remains off-line after a fire almost two weeks
ago. So far, no re-start date has been given for the Point
Comfort cracker. An extended outage could begin to slow PE
production at the site.
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The LDPE outages, combined with continuing ramp-up of
new high-density polyethylene (HDPE) production is creating imbalance between the grades, with certain HDPE grades
more available while tightness persists for other grades. Spot
pricing remains offered in a wide range between the high
50s¢/lb to the low 60s¢/lb, depending on grade. Availability of
prime material is limited.
Demand has been slow on seasonal factors as many procesUS and Canada polyethylene sales
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Americas: Focus on polyethylene and polyvinyl chloride
sors took downtime around the holidays. December data are
not yet available, and final November numbers have not been
released for all PE grades. Data available so far showed total
PE sales down by 1.8pc in November compared with October,
with exports rising by 14pc and domestic demand falling by
5.6pc over the period, according to the American Chemistry
Council’s (ACC) Plastics Industry Producers’ Statistics Group as
compiled by Vault Consulting. Total year-to-date sales dropped
by 1pc from 2016 levels, with year-to-date exports falling by
14pc and domestic demand adding 3pc over the same period.
Available November production data showed total output
improved by 8.5pc in November from October, with plants
operating at 98.8pc of capacity. Total year-to-date production
fell by 1.4pc from the same period in 2016. With output outpacing sales in November, producers added around 203mn lbs
to inventories, but all of that gain came from HDPE, with slight
draws in LDPE and linear low-density polyethylene (LLDPE).
Export prices have held steady since the end of December,
but are still too high to attract global buyers, even as global
prices draw support from higher crude oil prices. For now,
traders say producers are not offering much, preferring to sell
into the domestic market where they can earn higher margins.

Polyvinyl chloride
December pricing in the US polyvinyl chloride (PVC) market
is expected to decline by at least 1¢/lb, with some buyers
expecting more of a reduction as part of 2018 contract negotiations. January contracts are expected to settle flat, while
producers have announced a 3¢/lb price hike for February
contracts based on healthy demand.
December demand data are not out yet, but final November figures showed total sales declined by 2.7pc in November
from October, according to the ACC. Domestic sales declined
by 11pc over the period, while exports rose by 21pc. Year-todate sales gained 3pc compared with the same period in 2016,
with domestic sales rising by 5pc year-to-date and exports
down by 1.3pc.
Of those domestic sales, sales into the rigid pipe and tubing market –- the largest end-use for PVC -– rose by 6.2pc from
the same period in 2016. Most other demand segments have
also grown, including: film and sheet, up by 9.6pc; extruded
windows and doors, rising by 5.1pc; fencing and decking, growing by 12.2pc; flooring was 12.4pc higher; and siding was up by
2.5pc. Sales to resellers and compounders gained 6.4pc. The
only segments that fell from 2016 were wire and cable, which
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fell by 11.1pc and the category called “all other extrusion
uses” which was 8.6pc lower.
November production declined by 2pc from October,
with at least one plant in turnaround during the month. With
production topping sales, producers added around 63mn lbs to
inventories in November, which was their highest point since
December 2016.
Production this month appears steady, with no major
operational problems affecting the market. However, it is not
yet clear what impact a 22 December fire at Formosa Plastics’
Olefins 1 cracker in Point Comfort might have on the market.
No re-start date has been announced for the cracker, and
extended downtime could slow other derivative production at
the site, including PVC.
Demand this month should improve after the seasonally
weak December, when many processors shut for the holidays.
Buyers will need to rebuild the inventories they drew down at
the end of last year, and will feel extra incentive to buy this
month with a price increase looming in February. Construction
demand is expected to remain strong as demand rises following hurricanes and other natural disasters that hit the US in
the last half of 2017.
Housing starts in November were at a seasonally adjusted
annual rate of 1.297mn, up by 3.3pc from the revised October
estimate and 12.9pc higher than in November 2016, according
to the US Census Bureau. Building permits in November ran at a
seasonally adjusted annual rate of 1.298mn, which fell by 1.4pc
from October, but rose by 3.4pc from November 2016. Housing
demand is expected to remain strong in 2018, with some PVC
producers anticipating another year of at least 4pc growth.
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Americas: Focus on polyethylene and polyvinyl chloride
Export prices have risen after bottoming out in early December. Fresh offers come with an asking price of $810-820/t
fas Houston. Global demand remains strong for PVC with tightness in the Asia-Pacific market and strength in India.

Imports remain limited with buyers not willing to gamble
that PGP prices will remain elevated in the time it would take
for the material to arrive in the US.

Polypropylene: Supplemental

US polystyrene (PS) prices for December are rising on average by around 5¢/lb, based on higher benzene prices. One
producer has announced a 2¢/lb price increase for January,
but buyers are expecting a flat-to-downward settlement based
on lower benzene.
January benzene contracts settled at 322¢/USG, down by
18¢/USG and 8¢/USG lower from a split settlement in December. Spot benzene for January delivery traded at 316¢/USG on
a ddp lower Mississippi river basis on Wednesday.
December demand data are not out yet, but final PS sales
in November rose by 3.7pc from October, with year-to-date
sales falling by 0.7pc from the same period in 2016, according
to the ACC. Production declined by 11.2pc in November from
October, and fell by 1.8pc year-to-date.
Demand in January should improve from a seasonally
weak December, particularly if buyers see potential for price
relief. Production appears steady, with no major PS outages
reported, and buyers reporting no major trouble obtaining
needed material. Availability of off-spec material is limited,
however.

US polypropylene (PP) contract pricing for December is settling
higher by 1¢/lb, tracking the increase in PGP contracts, which
settled at 50¢/lb. Most margin expansion talk has been tabled,
but producers are expected to pursue margin gains in early
2018.
However, any early efforts at margin expansion may be
stymied as PGP prices creep higher. PGP last traded at 52¢/lb,
with prices supported by disruptions at PDH units and crackers, which are stressing propylene supply. Prices have been bid
even higher.
This month's demand for PP should improve following a
seasonally weak December, but high PGP prices could keep
buyers purchasing only as needed.
Supply has been tight over the past few months, particularly for certain impact copolymer grades. That supply tightness
may persist, with some producers believed to have slowed
production in December because of weak demand and high
PGP prices. At least two turnarounds are planned for the first
quarter, which will contribute to supply tightness.

Polystyrene: Supplemental

Europe: Focus on polyethylene and polyvinyl chloride
The ethylene and propylene markets are quiet at the beginning of the year. Both are somewhat tighter than expected
for the time of year, owing to good demand and a number of
unplanned production issues in December. But the majority of
market participants balanced their systems before the Christmas holiday period and remain balanced in early January.
The January ethylene MCP settled at a rollover from
December, while the propylene MCP increased by €20/t. The
difference between the settlements mainly reflected the fact
that propylene is slightly shorter than ethylene on a structural
basis, and a higher degree of confidence from propylene buyers in passing the increase downstream.
The January styrene MCP was settled on 3 January at
€1,265/t, an increase of €10/t from December. A larger increase had been expected until mid-December, but an early
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Western Europe polymer markets

Feedstocks

Timing

Monthly contract price

± from Nov

LDPE liner film

Dec

1,465-1,490

0.0

LLDPE butene

Dec

1,425-1,440

0.0

HDPE injection

Dec

1,360-1,395

0.0

HDPE HMW Film

Dec

1,375-1,420

0.0

HDPE BM

Dec

1,365-1,395

0.0

PVC pipe

Dec

1,187-1,210

+3.0

PP copolymer

Dec

1,405-1,460

+10.0

PP raffia

Dec

1,260-1,315

+10.0

PP homo

Dec

1,350-1,405

+10.0

PS crystal

Dec

2,115-2,150

+88.0

PS high impact

Dec

2,205-2,240

+88.0

rally in benzene and styrene spot prices fell away in the second half of the month. Nevertheless, the settlement reflected
good demand and a bullish outlook for the first quarter of
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Europe: Focus on polyethylene and polyvinyl chloride
2018, when planned turnarounds are expected to limit European supply and support prices.

Polyethylene
PE producers lost margin in December as prices rolled over,
despite a €32/t increase in the ethylene MCP. The rise in the
ethylene price came at a bad time for sellers of PE, which had
their own sales and year-end inventory targets to meet in a
month of seasonally lower consumption. Additionally, downstream destocking weighed on spot prices and shaped downstream sentiment. Converters will target another rollover in
January, to reflect this month’s ethylene settlement and their
feeling that there is ample availability. But sellers will aim to
recover some of the €67/t that they lost in the PE-ethylene
premium in November and December. They will feel additional
pressure to bolster margins in January and February, before
new US material starts to arrive in earnest on the global market – albeit in relatively small quantities at first.
Robust initial January order entry will help producers’
cause. Underlying growth in the manufacturing sector continues to accelerate, with the December eurozone manufacturing
PMI recording the highest growth rate since the series began in
1997. As is normal in January, demand is being buoyed further
by buyers rebuilding their stocks after the winter break. The
low PE spot prices that weighed on contract price discussions
in November and December are also expected to pick up, with
high prices in Asia-Pacific making Europe unlikely to attract
incremental imports. Low-end December HDPE spot prices of
€1,050-1,080/t delivered northwest Europe do not provide a
sustainable margin if the material is of European origin, with
the European ethylene MCP at €1,057/t, or offer an attractive
HDPE BM premium to C2 NWE
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netback compared with the cfr China price. Middle Eastern
HDPE producers are already raising their price offers to Europe
in January. European LLDPE spot prices – of €1,100-1,150/t
delivered northwest Europe at the end of December – are
more aligned with international prices. But stronger incremental demand at the beginning of the year may still support an
increase that could buoy buying sentiment and bolster producers’ position in monthly contract negotiations.
Sellers will need to hold their nerve to achieve price
increases, with buyers already citing low US price offers to
put pressure on their European suppliers. Six of the new US
Gulf units – with over 3.2mn t/yr of new capacity – have now
started and are ramping up. But tightness in the US market
following Hurricane Harvey has delayed the availability of this
material for export. Producers know that volumes arriving now
– for which prices are being quoted – will be small, with large
buyers unlikely to have allocated much of their core contractual volume to US suppliers. But the US market has now largely
recovered from the impact of the hurricane, and US producers
will soon begin to increase exports, if they have not already.
Europe will not necessarily receive a sudden influx of US material, with South America and China more obvious destinations,
but the volumes will soon start to weigh on global prices and
margins.
European PE buyers are much more relaxed at the beginning of 2018 than they were in early 2017. In addition to
the imminent US supply, this year’s European spring cracker
turnaround schedule is less significant in terms of production
capacity lost and geographical concentration than it was last
year. European PE production is mostly stable in January, with
improvements in incremental ethylene availability at the end
of last year allowing producers to mitigate recent unplanned
cracker issues in southern France and the UK. Seasonally slow
demand in December prevented a two-week delay following
planned PE maintenance in the Netherlands, and an ongoing
cracker issue in central Europe, from having too much of an
impact on downstream supply, although these will have helped
to balance upstream stocks and could limit incremental availability in January.

Polyvinyl chloride
PVC producers finished 2017 in a strong position, despite a
slight margin loss in December as they struggled to raise prices
in line with half of the €32/t ethylene MCP increase. Consumption was seasonally lower, export demand sedate, and produc-
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Europe: Focus on polyethylene and polyvinyl chloride
EU-15 PVC exports by destination
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ers wanted to keep PVC operating rates reasonably high to balance strong chlor-alkali production and supply the tight caustic
soda market. Some sellers turned to ethylene dichloride (EDC)
exports to manage their chlorine balances without oversupplying the PVC market or building excess stock. Maintaining market share and meeting end-of-year inventory targets became a
greater imperative than raising prices, and sellers agreed to a
rollover or €5/t increase in most cases.
Sellers will take a tougher stance in January. They will no
longer have to focus on managing their stocks for the end of
the year, and may in some cases need to add to them before
construction demand picks up seasonally in the spring. Converters will also raise their production to prepare for the peak
season, during which demand for pipes and window profiles
can outstrip production capacity. PVC production in Europe
is stable – with no major issues – and availability is ample, so
producers may find it difficult to raise their margins. But they
will at least be confident that they can arrest the slight margin
decline seen in November and December. Despite the dip at
the end of the year, average margins in 2017 were the highest
since the 2008 financial crisis, with good netbacks for export
sales providing a bonus for much of the year.
Structural exports to local markets such as Turkey are necessary to maintain the European supply/demand balance. The
weak euro/dollar exchange rate helped make these sales even
more lucrative than domestic business at times in the first
half of 2017, although international prices fell below European
levels towards the end of the year as Turkish demand slowed
and the dollar weakened against the euro.
The strength of the PVC industry appears likely to continue
into 2018. The balance of the market has improved in recent
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years, driven partly by capacity losses, but also through robust
domestic demand and an attractive export market. Eurozone
construction output dipped slightly after the summer, but still
rose by 2.5pc in January-October compared with the same
period in 2016, with pipe and profile manufacturers predicting
another good year in 2018. GDP – a factor in public spending
on infrastructure projects – has also increased consistently, rising by 2.6pc year on year in the third quarter, according to the
latest Eurostat data.
In view of the strong year in 2017 and the positive outlook
for this year, sellers will be frustrated that higher discounts
have been agreed for 2018 supply contracts. Buyers argue that
producers should pass some of their recent margin gains – in PVC
and caustic soda – down the supply chain in the form of larger
discounts. Producers know that the caustic soda market is unlikely to lengthen suddenly, after a substantial capacity loss on 11
December when the EU deadline for phasing out mercury-based
chlor-alkali production passed. They will need to maintain strong,
stable PVC sales to balance high chlor-alkali production rates.
Although exports to local markets have become a core business
area for some, others are unwilling to commit too much of their
structural sales requirements to exports and therefore have felt
pressure to guard their domestic market share. Export volumes
– and the netbacks available – can fluctuate considerably monthto-month. In 2017, the difference in export volume between the
highest and lowest month was more than 50,000t. Sellers may
feel that relying structurally on exports is too risky.

Polypropylene: Supplemental
PP contract prices rose slightly on average in December,
although producers were unable to pass on the full €32/t propylene MCP increase. Settlements ranged from a rollover to a
€20/t increase. Most market participants had expected prices
to increase, but reports of rollover settlements may have
influenced some retroactive discussions. We have maintained
our mid-month increase of €10/t to reflect the range of settlements. Producers will aim to reclaim some of their margin loss
in January, although the €20/t increase in the propylene MCP
may make this more challenging. Buyers will argue that availability is good and the PP-propylene spread remains high in a
historical context. But demand typically picks up early in the
year, as buyers rebuild their stocks for the spring, and robust
economic fundamentals and rising crude prices – if sustained –
will support order entry. Planned maintenance in the UK from
mid-month will constrain incremental availability.
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Polystyrene: Supplemental
PS sellers have announced €15-20/t increases to the market
for January after styrene rose by €10/t. Initial order entry is
reasonably strong, although a clear picture for the month will
not emerge until next week. Buying sentiment was strong in
December, with buyers hedging against the possibility that
the styrene MCP would climb more significantly this month
(and onwards into the first quarter, with planned maintenance

expected to curtail European styrene availability). The styrene
spot price declined from mid-month, dampening this expectation. But a sizeable proportion of December’s business had
already been completed by this point, with many converters stopping production anyway in the last two weeks of the
month. Producers took a strict line over passing on the €95/t
increase in the December styrene price, although some buyers
were able to limit their price movement to €80/t.

Asia-Pacific: Focus on polyethylene and polyvinyl chloride
Ethylene markets were steady at the start of the year but are
poised to rise soon.
Styrene monomer eased from a three-week high as supply
constraints eased.
Northeast Asian propylene prices inched up at the start of
the new year.

Prices

The polyethylene (PE) market firmed after end-year holidays,
with sentiment strengthening on the back of increases in
crude futures. Expectations were firm for upstream ethylene
as well, which further added impetus to sellers’ efforts to hike
offers. The increase in Chinese linear low-density polyethylene
(LLDPE) futures traded on the domestic exchange also drove
prices for physical cargoes.
China’s imports of PE increased in November and since
then the Iranian supply shortage has eased. China imported
236,000t of low-density polyethylene (LDPE), 273,000t of
LLDPE and 565,000t of high-density polyethylene (HDPE) in
November.
Spot supplies remained tight after the holidays. Regional
sellers are unwilling to lower offers, with lower domestic
inventories supporting current prices. LDPE traded at $1,1701,200/t, while LLDPE was firmer at $1,150-1,180/t. HDPE film
increased to $1,280-1,320/t. Iranian supplies fell in October
because of delayed shipments but supplies recovered from
November. The tightness of HDPE film and blow molding supplies eased in late December. The rising pace of HDPE prices
has slowed.
Downstream demand is steady to weak and orders have
fallen. Operating rates for downstream converters have also
dropped. China’s agricultural film producers have reduced

±

China spot cfr CMP
LDPE liner film

1,170-1,200

+5.0

LLDPE butene
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+10.0

HDPE injection
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+10.0

HDPE HMW film
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+5.0

HDPE BM
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+5.0
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Asia-Pacific polymer markets

Feedstocks

PP copolymer

1,150-1,170

0.0

PP raffia

1,140-1,160

+10.0

PS crystal

1,410-1,440

-10.0

PS high impact
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-5.0
+15.0

Southeast Asia spot cfr
LDPE liner film

1,240-1,280

LLDPE butene

1,170-1,200

+5.0

HDPE injection

1,180-1,210

+30.0

HDPE HMW film

1,270-1,300

+15.0

China ex-works
Import parity
$/t

±

+225.0

1,137-1,162

+34.0

+50.0

1,162-1,186

+13.0

11,400-11,600

0.0

1,396-1,421

+8.0

LDPE liner film

9,900-10,200

+50.0

1,211-1,248

+13.0

LLDPE butene

9,800-9,900

+150.0

1,199-1,211

+26.0

PVC pipe

6,900-7,000

+50.0

840-853

+11.0

PS crystal

11,400-12,200

0.0

1,396-1,495

+9.0

PS high impact

12,000-13,000

0.0

1,471-1,594

+9.0

Yn/t

±

PP raffia

9,300-9,500

PP copolymer

9,500-9,700

HDPE HMW Film

operating rates to 45pc. But mulch film demand is recovering
in south and east China.
Combined polypropylene and PE inventories at major producers have eased down to 650,000t. LDPE supplies are slightly
short since Zhongtian Hechuang’s 120,000 t/yr LDPE unit was
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Asia-Pacific: Focus on polyethylene and polyvinyl chloride
China’s PE consumption
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shut in December for scheduled maintenance. Yangzi BASF’s
200,000 t/yr LDPE unit is also shut for maintenance and Sinopec’s 100,000 t/yr PE unit is still down. Shenhua’s 450,000 t/
yr new PE capacity reached full commercial operations at the
end of December. Chinese domestic PE supplies may be ample
again in January.
The Chinese domestic market was on an upwards trend
on rising LLDPE futures. Domestic HDPE film remained at
Yn11,400-11,600/t. LLDPE prices increased to 9,800-9,900
yuan/t ($1,171-1,183/t), while LDPE firmed to Yn9,900-10,200/t
($1,183-1,219/t).
The country imported a historical high of 10.7mn t of PE
during January-November, which includes 2.16mn t of LDPE,
2.73mn t of LLDPE and 5.81mn t of HDPE, an increase of
20.5pc from the same period last year. China’s PE production
during January-November rose by 7.7pc to 13.9mn t.
The country is estimated to have already consumed
24.4mnt of PE during January-November, a 13.3pc increase
from the same period last year. China is expected to record
a GDP growth of 6.8pc. Chinese 2017 PE consumption is set
to record growth rates of nearly double the country’s GDP
amid soaring demand for plastic food packaging, agricultural
applications, as well as consumer goods from online retail
platforms.
Southeast Asia prices firmed in line with China with sellers
seeking increases. The increases in crude futures lent further
support, resulting in offers for HDPE film rising to $1,300/t cfr
southeast Asia levels. Bids were at about $1,270/t, with transactions expected in the coming week or so.
LDPE film prices followed suit with offers for Asean cargoes
at about $1,280/t levels, while non-Asean cargoes were at
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about $1,250/t. The sharp increase in LDPE and HDPE prices
came on the back of tighter availability from regular suppliers that preferred to sell into China. There was limited impact
from the lean demand from downstream converters in the
region.

Polyvinyl chloride
The polyvinyl chloride (PVC) market was quiet at the start of
the year. Market participants were waiting for January offers
from Taiwan’s Formosa, which may increase on firm Indian
demand in January.
Chinese export volumes also dropped because of the stronger domestic prices. The overall tightness in the Asian market
may drive fresh offers. Formosa’s December offers were at
$810/t fob Taiwan, $850/t cif China and $900/t cif India. Offers
for US and Japan origin cargoes were at similar levels.
China imported 76,772t of PVC in November, including
42,389t from the US, 15,975t from Taiwan and 12,112t from
Japan. Import volumes from the US increased to an annual
peak, after recovering from hurricane disruptions on the US
Gulf Coast. US offers also eased to typical levels.
China exported 40,527t PVC in November, with volumes remaining at a lower level since September 2017. India, Uzbekistan and Malaysia are the major PVC importers.
Chinese domestic PVC prices increased on the back of
firmer futures and reduced inventories. The outlook remained
bullish since producers only kept minimal inventories and most
cargoes have been pre-sold. There was limited availability
for export business, while the Chinese export prices are less
competitive.
Carbide-based PVC prices increased to 6,500-6,600 yuan/t.
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Ethylene-based PVC increased to Yn6,900-7,000/t or $821833/t. The gap between imports and domestic supplies has
narrowed to $28/t, but imported offers are expected to move
up soon and the gap is expected to widen.
Chinese domestic PVC operating rates have improved to
77pc. Downstream demand has weakened because of environmental restrictions. Operating rates for the downstream have
fallen. Current demand is balanced with tight supplies and
prices driven by the futures market in the short term.
The market in southeast Asia was also quiet during holiday
period and increased after the break in tight supplies. Formosa’s current offer is at $850/t cfr southeast Asia and $900/t
cfr India. But the Indian market has increased to $930-940/t
based on seasonal demand. Benchmark offers are expected to
rise further with continued demand in India starting up from
January.

Polypropylene: Supplemental
The polypropylene (PP) market continued to firm after the
new year break. Imported supplies remained tight. Firmer PP
futures prices continued to pull physical prices higher.
Homopolymers firmed to $1,140-1,160/t cfr China. Copolymer prices were unchanged at $1,150-1,170/t. The gap
between co-polymers and homopolymers narrowed to $10/t
since homopolymer supplies are tighter. Indian cargoes were
trading at $1,150-1,160/t cfr China. Middle East supplies were
offered at $1,160-1,170/t.
PP imports until November this year have reached 4.3mn t,
which has increased by 5.6pc. It included 2.90mn t of homopolymers and 1.43mn t of co-polymers. Imports fell in October
since imported cargo producers transferred more cargoes to
China PVC net trade
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higher value regions like southeast Asia rather than China.
Imported homopolymers are uncompetitive compared with the
lower cost of coal-based polymers.
PP production reached 17.2mn t during January-November,
up by 4.5pc from same period the previous year. The new
capacity is from Fujian Zhongjiang 350,000 t/yr and Qinghai
Saltlake’s 160,000 t/yr PP units. Shenhua Ningmei 600,000 t/
yr PP unit is still having test runs and may start commercial
operations in early 2018.
PP consumption in China reached 21.2mn t during JanuaryNovember, up by 4.5pc compared with the same period a year
earlier. It is a slower growth rate compared with PE and lower
than China’s expected GDP for 2017. Import PP producers have
reduced volumes to China that will be a continuing trend,
since they find it difficult to compete against low-cost polymers derived from coal.
Domestic supplies were balanced to tight. The combined
PP and polyethylene inventories at major producers remained
at a lower level of 650,000t. Key producers kept offers firm.
Prices in China’s domestic market moved up with firmer PP
futures earlier this week. PP raffia prices increased to Yn9,3009,500/t ex-warehouse in east China, or $1,110-1,134/t on an import parity basis. Co-polymers also firmed to Yn9,500-9,700/t.
Hainan Refinery’s shutdown of its 200,000 t/yr PP unit has
been delayed to 18 January for a restart. SinoChem Quanzhou’s 200,000 t/yr PP unit has been down for maintenance
since 3 December that will last until 16 January. Datang has
shut down its 460,000 t/yr PP unit amid disruptions. Shenhua’s
coal-to-oil complex has restarted with its downstream 600,000
t/yr PP unit achieving on-specification production and remained at a 60pc operating rate.
China’s 2018 polymer demand outlook remains robust
following a decision by the government to ban imports of recycled plastics and paper that took effect from 1 January.

Dec 15

Nov 16
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Cfr polystyrene (PS) prices weakened this week in line with
the trend in upstream styrene monomer (SM). Upstream SM
remained at a high level but softened by Wednesday.
Prices on a cfr basis for general-purpose polystyrene (GPPS)
dropped to $1,420-1,450/t with rising SM pushing high-impact
polystyrene (HIPS) higher to $1,500-1,530/t. Key Taiwanese
producers lowered offers at $1,435/t for GPPS and $1,505/t for
HIPS. South Korean origin HIPS also fell to $1,530/t.
The Chinese domestic PS market remained unchanged after
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the holiday break. PS inventories are moving up and supplies
are still under pressure. PS producers have adjusted average
operating rates from 70pc to 62pc. EPS plants operating rates
fell to 23pc amid falling prices. ABS operating rates were at
77pc, while SM was at 76pc.
Supplies may increase ahead of the approaching low demand season in January. Oﬀers for common grade GPPS were
at Yn11,800/t. Special grade GPPS was oﬀered at Yn12,700/t,
with actual deals done at a Yn300-400/t discount. GPPS prices
were unchanged Yn11,400-12,200/t ($1,364-1,460/t). Mainstream oﬀers for common grade of HIPS were at Yn12,300/t,
while special grade was oﬀered at Yn13,500/t. HIPS was
trading at Yn12,000-13,000/t ($1,436-1,557/t) based on actual
deals.
The PS market may remain soft during the low demand
season from January and February. But PS will still follow the
trend of SM in the short term.

Argus direct

Web | Mobile | Alerts
Argus Direct provides immediate
access to market moving news,
intelligent analysis and robust
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www.argusmedia.com/direct

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Change to NW Europe PVC methodology
Following consultation, Argus will introduce new assessments for the monthly movement in the northwest Europe PVC pipe contract prices, called the Argus northwest
Europe PVC contract delta. This is to better reﬂect the
primary nature of monthly negotiations between buyers and sellers, which focus on monthly price movement
rather than outright prices.
Argus will publish an assessment of the monthly price
movement, as well as a high-low range of price movements.
The assessed price movement may not be the midpoint of
the high-low range.
Argus will continue to publish a northwest Europe PVC
pipe monthly contract price, but will change the methodology so that the outright price assessment moves in line
with the new Argus northwest Europe PVC contract delta
each month, except for once a year when an annual assess-
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ment of outright contract prices will be made, including any
changes in new or renegotiated contract prices that may
aﬀect net prices in the market, but which fall outside of the
monthly negotiations. This assessment will be made in March
and published in the ﬁrst issue of April.
At the same time, Argus will make a one-time downwards adjustment to its northwest Europe PVC pipe monthly
contract price, to bring the published outright contract
price closer to net contract prices in the market. The PVC
pipe monthly contract price will be adjusted downwards by
€236/t. Argus intends that the new methodology of assessing the monthly price movement and annually assessing the
outright contract price will eliminate the need for similar
adjustments in the future.
The methodology change and the outright price adjustment will take eﬀect from 18 January 2018, when the ﬁrst
assessments of January contracts are made.
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Argus Hydrocarbon Resins Annual Now Available

Argus Americas
LPG Summit

January 16-18, 2018 | Houston, Texas
Join participants from 25+ countries
around the globe representing the
international LPG market!

We are pleased to inform you that the 2017 edition of Argus
Hydrocarbon Resins Annual is now available. This report
presents a global and regional view of the hydrocarbon resin
business for 2017 and what we can expect in 2018. It covers
feed stock supplier capability, competitive and co-product
materials outlook. This annual explains the regional economic
factors that influence supply and demand; and the importance
of raw materials supplied from Asia. As in previous years, this
report covers the historical perspective and context for new
managers as well as to update those familiar with the markets.
For more information about these reports, visit
www.argusmedia.com/petrochemicals.

Reserve your seat at:
www.argusmedia.com/Americas-LPG
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